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Abstract. The basic idea behind the energy-transfer features (ETF)
is that the appearance of objects can be successfully described using
the function of energy distribution in the image. This function has to
be reduced into a reasonable number of values. These values are then
considered as the vector that is used as an input for the SVM classiﬁer.
The process of reducing can be simply solved by sampling; the input
image is divided into the regular cells and inside each cell, the mean
of the values is calculated. In this paper, we propose an improvement
of this process; the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coeﬃcients are
calculated inside the cells (instead of the mean values) to construct the
feature vector. In addition, the DCT coeﬃcients are reduced using the
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to create the feature vector with a
relatively small dimensionally. The results show that using this approach,
the objects can be eﬃciently encoded with the relatively small set of
numbers with promising results that outperform the results of state-ofthe-art detectors.

1

Introduction

In the area of feature based detectors, many methods have proved to be very
eﬀective using the sliding window technique. The basic idea behind the sliding
window technique is that the window scans the image in diﬀerent scales. The
image inside each window is examined; the features that are capable to describe
the objects of interest are calculated inside each window (image). The features
that are obtained are combined into the ﬁnal feature vector. This vector is then
used as an input for the trainable classiﬁer (e.g. neural network, support vector
machine, random forest).
The main contribution of this paper is an improvement of the sliding window detector that is based on energy-transfer features (ETF). The face detector
based on these features was presented in [6]. The basic idea of these features is
that the appearance (shape) of objects can be described using the energy distribution. Inside the image, the transfer of energy is solved by making use of the
physical laws. The image can be imagined as a rectangular plate with the thermal conductivity properties; the image gradient can be considered as a thermal
insulator (the places with the high gradient indicate the low conductivity and
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vice versa). To simulate the temperature transfer, the temperature sources are
placed in the form of a regular grid into the image. Inside the image, the temperature is transfered from these sources during a certain chosen time. After this
time, the distribution of temperature is investigated; the image is divided into
the rectangular non-overlapping cells and inside each cell the mean temperature
is calculated. In this work, we propose an improvement of this process; instead
of the mean temperature inside each cell, we use the Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) coeﬃcients to encode the function of temperature distribution. After
DCT, the DC coeﬃcients represent the average temperatures of the regions and
the AC coeﬃcients represent temperature changes across the regions. It is obvious that the information obtained after DCT are more descriptive and can be
used to eﬀectively encode the function of temperature distribution. Finally, the
PCA (Principal Component Analysis) is used to create the feature vector with
the relatively small dimensionality.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the state-of-the art
features are mentioned. In Section 3, the propose process of feature extraction
is described and the results are shown in Section 4.

2

Related Works

The image features that can be used in object detectors can be divided into two
areas; sparse (keypoint detectors) and dense. The sparse type features are based
on the keypoint detectors; the features are calculated inside the image areas that
are located in the neighborhoods of the keypoint. The dense type features are
calculated over the whole image that is usually divided into the regular (overlap
or non-overlap) regions and within these regions the features are calculated. One
of the most popular descriptor based on the keypoints was proposed by David
Lowe [10]. The method is called Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). The
method consists of a Diﬀerence of Gaussian (DoG) keypoint detector; the histogram gradient orientations inside the regions around the keypoints are calculated. The Speeded up Robust Feature (SURF) descriptor by Bay et al.[2] is also
one of the widely used keypoint descriptors. The authors used the Haar-wavelet
responses with the fast calculation via the integral image thanks to which SURF
is faster than SIFT. The very fast method called Binary Robust Independent
Elementary Features (BRIEF) was proposed by Calonder et al.[4]. In BRIEF,
the binary string that contains the results of intensity diﬀerence of pixels are
used and the descriptor similarity is evaluated using the Hamming distance. In
[13], the authors proposed the another binary descriptor with the rotation and
noise invariant properties called Oriented Fast and Rotated BRIEF (ORB). In
a similar way, Leutenegger et al.[8] proposed Binary Robust Invariant Scalable
Keypoints (BRISK) with the rotation and scale invariant properties consists of
the FAST-based detector. Finally, the Fast Retina Keypoint (FREAK) descriptor that also uses the binary strings was proposed in [1].
In the area of dense features (without the key-point detector), three types
of features are considered as state-of-the-art; Histogram of Oriented Gradients
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(HOG), Haar-like features, and Local Binary Patterns (LBP). The HOG descriptors [5] are inspired by SIFT and the descriptors can be regarded as the
dense version of SIFT. Viola and Jones [15] proposed the detection framework
that used the Haar-like features combined with the integral image and AdaBoost
algorithm. LBP were proposed by Ojala et al.[11] for texture analysis, hoverer,
many variations of LBP were proposed for solving the problem of face detection
and recognition.

3

Proposed Method

The main principle behind the energy-transfer features (ETF) is based on the
fact that the shape of the objects can be described using the function of energy
distribution. The advantages of this function can be characterized as follows.
Suppose that the appearance of the objects is deﬁned using the function of edge
information only (e.g gradient sizes, directions). In the cases that the edges are
very thin, the samples can miss the important information about the edges,
however, the samples can capture the information about the areas of objects
rather than the edge direction or size in this particular case. Moreover, the
edges can be corrupted (e.g. due to the noise), which causes that the invalid
edge information can be obtained. On the other hand, in the energy-transfer
features, the information about the object areas is important and it is used for
object description.
Suppose that the temperature source is placed inside the object area. Since
the gradient of the image represents the thermal insulator, this area will be ﬁlled
with the certain temperature distribution after the temperature transfer process.
The values of temperature will be approximately constant inside this area; these
values can be investigated and used for description of the object. Since the reallife objects (Fig. 1(a)) consist of the areas with diﬀerent properties (e.g. sizes,
shapes), the temperature sources are placed in the form of a regular grid (Fig.
1(b)). The visualization of temperature distribution is shown in Fig. 1(c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. The real-life image (a). The regular grid of sources (b). The visualization of
distribution of temperature from these sources (c). The value of temperature is depicted
by the level of brightness.
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In ETF, the thermal ﬁeld inside the input image is solved by making use of
the following equation [12]
∂I(x, y, t)
= div(c∇I),
∂t

(1)

where I(x, y, t) represents the temperature at a position (x, y) at a time t, div
is a divergence operator, ∇I is the temperature gradient and c stands for thermal conductivity. For the source points and arbitrary time t ∈ [0, ∞), we set
I(xs , ys , t) = 1, where (xs , ys ) are the coordinates of the source points (i.e. we
hold the temperature constant during the whole process of transfer, which is in
contrast with the usual diﬀusion approaches). In all remaining points, we take
into account the initial condition I(x, y, 0) = 0. The equation is solved iteratively.
The conductivity in Eq. 1 is determined by
c = g(E),

(2)

where E is an edge estimate. We deﬁne the edge estimate E as the gradient of
original image E = ∇B, where B is the brightness function. The function g(·)
has the form of [12]
g(∇B) =


1+

1
∇B
K

2 ,

(3)

where K is a constant representing the sensitivity to the edges [12].
Once the temperature ﬁeld over the input image is obtained (at a chosen time
t), the temperature values should be sampled. For this purpose, we divide the
input image inside the sliding window into the blocks. The blocks are divided
into the cells (Fig. 2).

block1

block2

block3

blockn

cell1

cell2

cell..

celln

block

sliding window

Fig. 2. The blocks and cells inside the input image (sliding window)

We experimented with the diﬀerent sizes of the blocks and cells. We observed
that the best results were obtained using 16× 16 blocks and 8 × 8 cells; inside the
cells the DCT coeﬃcients are computed and composed to the ﬁnal feature vector.
In the case of cells with 8 × 8 pixels (similarly in JPEG compression), each cell
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consists of 1 DC coeﬃcient and 15 AC coeﬃcients after DCT. The coeﬃcients
that are located in the upper left corner contain the most of information (low
frequencies). On the other hand, the bottom right coeﬃcients represent higher
frequencies that can be discarded. Therefore, instead of the encoding the whole
set of the coeﬃcients, we encode the upper left coeﬃcients only.
To encode the upper left coeﬃcients, we create three patterns of these coefﬁcients (Fig. 3) for our experiments (similarly in [14]). In these patterns, the
three AC regions are created. These regions represent the diﬀerent frequencies
and diﬀerent information can be encoded using diﬀerent patterns. To reduce the
quantity of the coeﬃcients, the mean of coeﬃcients is calculated inside these regions. It means that each 8 × 8 cell is represented by four values; 1 DC coeﬃcient
+ 3 averages of AC coeﬃcients. The ﬁnal feature vector is composed from these
values.
We observed that the DC coeﬃcient that represents the average energy of cells
is the most important coeﬃcient. Therefore, the pattern Fig. 3(a) is constructed
to encode the coeﬃcients that are in the close proximity to DC coeﬃcient. In
the pattern Fig. 3(b), the coeﬃcients are grouped into horizontal, vertical, and
diagonal form; this pattern is construct to capture the diﬀerent direction information. The pattern Fig. 3(c) is constructed as another option of the pattern
Fig. 3(b). In this pattern, the diﬀerences between the sizes of the direction areas
are reduced; the regions have approximately the same size. We experimented
with the many variations of the patterns, however, these three patterns achieved
best results.
Using this approach to encode the coeﬃcients, the dimensionality of the feature vector of each block is 16; one 16 × 16 block that contains four 8 × 8 cells
is encoded by 16 values: 4 DC coeﬃcient + 12 averages of AC coeﬃcients.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. The three diﬀerent options of AC patterns. The areas are depicted by three
diﬀerent colors in that the averages of coeﬃcients are calculated.

In our work, this dimensionality is even further reduced using PCA. Finally,
the support vector machine classiﬁer with the radial basis function kernel is
trained over the proposed descriptors (in the next step) to create the ﬁnal classiﬁer.
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Experiments

For the training phase, the positive set consists of 2300 faces and 4300 non-faces.
The positive set contains the face images from the BIOID database combined
with the Extended Yale Face Database B [7]. The images were manually cropped
on the area of faces only. The negative set consists of 3000 images that were
obtained from the MIT-CBCL database combined with the 1300 hard negative
examples. For the detector based on ETF, the training images were resized
to the size of 80 × 80 pixels (the size of sliding window was also set to this
size) and the sliding window scanned 10 diﬀerent resolutions of input image;
the thermal ﬁelds were computed for each resolution. We experimented with
the parameters of ETF and DCT, and we suggest the following conﬁgurations:
ET FDCT (a) , ET FDCT (b) , ET FDCT (c) . The conﬁgurations were designed with
the size of temperature sources: 1 pixel; the distance between the sources: 5
pixels, the number of iterations (time) for the transfer of temperature: 100, the
size of block: 16×16 pixels; the size of cell: 8×8 pixels (four cells inside each
block); the horizontal step size of blocks: 8 pixels (blocks are overlapped). From
Fig. 3(a), the DCT pattern is used in the ET FDCT (a) conﬁguration; from Fig.
3(b) in ET FDCT (b) and from Fig. 3(c) in ET FDCT (c) . All conﬁgurations consist
of 1296 descriptors for one position of sliding window.
For comparison, we use the detectors that are based on the HOG features, LBP
(Local Binary Patterns) features [9] and Haar features (Viola-Jones detection
framework). For the HOG features, we used the identical size of the samples
(80 × 80 pixels). We used the classical parameters of HOG descriptors; the size
of block: 16 × 16 pixels; the size of cell: 8 × 8 pixels; the horizontal step size: 8
pixels; the number of bins: 9. This conﬁguration consists of 2916 HOG descriptors
for one position of sliding window; this conﬁguration is denoted as HOG. The
SVM classiﬁer is trained over the HOG descriptors similarly in the ETF based
detector. The detector based on the Viola-Jones detection framework is denoted
as Haar, the detector based on the LBP features is denoted as LBP ; we create
the cascade classiﬁers and the training images were resized to the 19 × 19 pixels
for these detectors. We used the identical training set (2300 positive and 4300
negative samples) and testing set for all detectors. To test the detectors, we
collected 350 images from the Faces in the Wild dataset [3]. In Table 1, the
detection results are shown.
The detector based on the Haar features achieved a good number of true
positives (sensitivity 88.17%), nevertheless, this detector needed to increase the
number of training samples. This is also the problem of LBP based detector; the
number of false positives of these detectors is rather large. The detector based
on HOG achieved better overall results (F1 84.67%) than LBP and HAAR based
detectors, however, the HOG based detector detected faces in the wrong places
(precision 73.17%). Moreover, this detector using 2× more descriptors than ETF
based detector.
Due to the fact that only the detector based on the ET FDCT (b) conﬁguration
(with the dimensionality of feature vector 1296) achieved a very low number of
false positives (precision 98.90%), we used PCA (Principal Component Analysis)
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Table 1. The detection performance
Precision Sensitivity F1 score
ET FDCT (a)
97.26%
79.24%
87.33%
ET FDCT (b)
98.90% 80.13%
88.53%
ET FDCT (c)
91.84%
87.95%
89.85%
ET F P CADCT (b) 94.24%
91.29% 92.74%
HOG
73.17%
97.99%
84.67%
Haar
79.80%
88.17%
83.78%
LBP
66.27%
74.55%
70.17%

to reduce the number of descriptors; we used the 200 principal components
(corresponding to the largest eigenvalues) for the detector based on this feature
subset. This step had positive eﬀect on the training phase of classiﬁer; using
reduced feature vector, the classiﬁer was able to detect more faces (sensitivity
91.29%). The detector using PCA is denoted as ET F P CADCT (b) . This detector
achieved best detection results in the test (F1 92.74%, detection results are shown
in Fig. 4).
Clearly, the beneﬁt of the DCT coeﬃcients combined with ETF is visible; the
important image information is encoded using DCT, moreover, this information
can be reduced without negative impact on the detection result. The ﬁrst reduction is performed when the mean of coeﬃcients is calculated inside each region,
the second reduction is performed using PCA. Finally, with this approach, faces
can be eﬃciently encoded with the relatively small set of numbers with promising
results that outperform the results of state-of-the-art detectors.
It is important to note that the complexity measurement of the proposed
method can be divided into two parts; the temperature transfer process and the
process of composing the feature vector. We have developed the GPU (CUDA)
and CPU (SSE/AVX) versions for solving the temperature transfer process; the
time of GPU version is 40 milliseconds, time of CPU version is 150 milliseconds
for 640×480 images and 150 iterations. The calculation of DCT and compose
the feature vector take approximately 1 milliseconds for one position of sliding
window (80×80 pixels). The recognition time depends on the chosen classiﬁer.

5

Conclusion

We proposed the improvement of encoding the temperature (energy) distribution that is useful for object description. The improvement is based on the fact
that the important image information can be described using DCT coeﬃcients.
We use this premise and we propose the way to encode the distribution of temperature using DCT with very promising detection results. We also have shown
that the DCT coeﬃcients can be further compressed by PCA to achieve the
feature vector of reasonable dimensionality.
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Fig. 4. The detection results of ET F P CADCT (b) conﬁguration. The results are without the postprocessing (the detection results are not merged).
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